:hodolog ical challenge to develop measures that have substantial idity and reliability. Indeed, the treatment of subjective isurements has been reconsidered in recent years, and it is generally lognized that common research practices ignore the complexity of the .ationships between objective and subjective measurements.
RECOMMENDATION; Future researchers should avoid overreliance on subjective measures of program outcomes and devote more resources to studying the relationships that exist between subjective indicators and key objective outcome variables.
tprogram Follow-up
The Job Corps evaluations suggest that some program effects that : not apparent a t short-term follow-ups may emerge in the longer :m. Research on Job placement programs suggests that some, more lediate, postprogram effects may decay rapidly. Together , these >ces of evidence suggest that short-term follow-up data may er r her positively or negatively in predicting longer-term program üects.
RECOMMENDATION:  Future research on the effectiveness of youth employment and training programs should, at least in selected studies, estimate the longer-term effects of these programs by collecting follow-up data for at least 2 years postprogram.
lefit-Cost Studies
When evaluations demonstrate that programs have a positive outcome, ;earchers should recognize that the next question raised will be ither this positive outcome was worth what it cost to produce it. ls evaluators should anticipate the eventual need for benefit-cost idies. Such studies, however , need not be a component of every iluation nor of entire programs, since doing adequate benefit-cost idies is both difficult and costly.
s Job Training Longitudinal Survey Data Base
One feature of JTPA that is important in regard to program research the plan to rely heavily on analysis of national data bases to :ermine the effectiveness of JTPA programs. Present plans are to lel the Job Training Longitudinal Survey (JTLS) data base after the jvious CLMS. Although its data gathering appeared technically :ellent, the CLMS strategy of using nonrandom comparison groups for

